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Abstrat
Dark Matter (DM) and Dark Energy (DE) an be both desribed in terms of ultra-
light Pseudo-Goldstone-Bosons (PGB) with masses mDM
>
∼ 10
−23
eV and mDE
<
∼ 10
−33
eV
respetively. Following Barbieri et al, we entertain the possibility that a PGB exists with
mass mI intermediate between these two limits, giving a partial ontribution to DM. We
evaluate the related eets on the power spetrum of the matter density perturbations and
on the osmi mirowave bakground and we derive the bounds on the density fration, fI , of
this intermediate eld from urrent data, with room for a better sensitivity on fI in the near
future. We also give a simple and unied analyti desription of the free streaming eets
both for an ultra-light salar and for a massive neutrino.
1 Introdution and statement of the problem
To understand the nature of Dark Matter (DM) and Dark Energy (DE) is one of the most intriguing
problems in all of today's physis. Proposals for possible solutions are not laking. More diult
is to prove any of them by a diret signal; an example in the ase of DM would be the detetion
in the laboratory of a WIMP interation. In this note we pursue the idea that part of DM may be
due to an ultra-light Pseudo-Goldstone-Boson (PGB), arising from the spontaneous breaking at a
sale lose to MP l of an extended approximate symmetry, and we study a possible related signal.
The idea that DM or DE may be interpreted as the energy density of a PGB is not new.
The axion is the prototype example for DM. Well known is also the fat that the mass of the
hypothetial salar eld assoiated to DE would have to satisfy the bound mDE
<
∼ 10
−33eV . The
tightness of this bound provides in fat a lear ase for interpreting also this salar as a PGB[1, 2, 3℄.
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Following this view, a alulable mirosopi model for the potential of a PGB for DE has
been proposed in Ref. [4℄ , based on an approximate U(1)n avour symmetry of the right-handed-
neutrinos. For the purposes of the present paper, the key feature of the model is the presene of
several PGBs, Gi, up to ve in the general version, with a potential of the form
V (Gi) = Σiµ
4
i (cos (Gi/Fi) + 1), (1)
where Fi are mass sales related to the sales of spontaneous breaking of the U(1) fators and
the heights of the various potential terms, µ4i , are ontrolled by small parameters that expliitly
break the U(1)n avour symmetry. For the interpretation of DE, one suh term, with i ≡ DE,
must have GinDE ≈ FDE ≈ MP l and µDE ≈ 3 · 10
−3eV , with GinDE the initial value of the DE-
PGB eld. On the other hand, the presene of other similar terms in eq. (1), with i 6= DE,
makes it natural to ask what the manifestation of the other PGBs ould be. If their masses,
mi ≈ µ
2
i /Fi, are greater than mDE ≈ H0, the Hubble onstant today, then these extra PGBs
ontribute to DM, with possible eets on the growth of osmi lustering. One suh salar, of
mass mDM ≈ 10
−23 ÷ 10−22eV , has in fat already been invoked with the purpose of suppressing
the apparently unobserved usps arising in the halos of onventional Cold Dark Matter (CDM)
[5℄. In the potential of eq. (1), the parameters that would lead to the interpretation of DM in
terms of suh a eld are GinDM ≈ FDM ≈ 0.01MP l and µDM ≈ 30 eV.
Here we entertain the possibility that a PGB exists with a mass mI intermediate between
mDM ∼ 10
−23eV and mDE ∼ 10
−33eV . In the range of parameters
FI
MP l
= 0.01÷ 1; µI = 3 · 10
−3 ÷ 30eV (2)
one would have indeed
mI = 10
−33 ÷ 10−23eV ; fI ≡
ΩI
Ωm
∼ 10−3 ÷ 1 (3)
where fI is the fration of the energy density in the eld GI relative to the matter density, possibly
given by a heavier PGB. In general, for GinI ≈ FI , it is, when fI < 1,
fI ≈
8pi
3
(
FI
MP l
)2max(1, (
mI
Heq
)1/2) (4)
The interest of the presene of suh a eld is that it would lead to peuliar features of the
matter power spetrum, quite analogous to but also generally dierent from the ones of a massive
neutrino. As we now reall, these eets are related to the wave properties of the uid assoiated
with an ultra-light salar, whih inhibit the lustering of its energy density at suiently small
sales. The detetion of these eets might therefore onstitute a signal of the overall underlying
piture.
The CMB is also aeted by suh a eld. In fat, when the expansion rate H is higher than
mI , the eld freezes and behaves as a osmologial onstant. If this ours at the sale fator aF
before the present, the eld behaves for a < aF as a osmologial onstant with density fration
ΩI<(a) ≈ (a/aF )
3fIΩm (assuming matter dominates). If ΩI<(a) is not negligible at deoupling
time, then there is a distortion in the anisotropy spetrum due to the early Sahs-Wolfe eet.
Sine deoupling ours at Hd ≈ 6 · 10
−29
eV, we expet the CMB distortion will be maximal for
mI near this value.
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2 Free streaming in an analyti approximation
The physis underlying these phenomena is well known[6, 7, 5℄. A straightforward modiation
of the CMBFAST software [8℄ indeed allows a numerial alulation of these eets (See Set. 3).
To ease the reading and to make expliit their onnetion with the eets of a massive neutrino,
we derive them in a simple and eetive analyti approximation.
What makes the dierene between an ultra-light salar or a massive neutrino and ordi-
nary CDM is the presene of a pressure term in the Euler equation for the equivalent uids,
(k2/a2)c2effδk, where δk is the density perturbation of the mode with omoving wave number k, a
is the sale fator and ceff is an eetive sound speed, whih beomes less then 1 at suiently
large a. For a PGB of mass mφ it is
ceff ≈
k
2amφ
for a >
∼
k
2mφ
, (5)
whereas for a neutrino of mass mν [9, 10]
ceff ≈
T 0ν
mνa
for a >
∼
T 0ν
mν
≡ aNR (6)
where T 0ν is the neutrino temperature today. This pressure term introdues a Jeans length, 1/kJ ,
below whih the uids are unable to luster: they "free stream". Equating the pressure term to
the soure term, 4piGρδk, during matter domination, one nds
kφJ(a) = 1.56a
1/4m
1/2
φ H
1/2
0 Ω
1/4
m and k
ν
J(a) = 1.22a
1/2mν
T 0ν
H0Ω
1/2
m . (7)
A lassi result is that, if all matter ontributing to the osmi density is able to luster, like
ordinary CDM, the orresponding density utuations, δck, all grow like the sale fator, δ
c
k ∝ a,
between matter-radiation equality, a = aeq, and now, a = a0. Similarly, if only a fration (1 − f)
an luster, the growth is slower[11℄
δck ∝ a
p, p = 1/4(
√
1 + 24(1− f)− 1). (8)
This means that, relative to the ase in whih free streaming is negleted, the power spetrum of
the matter density utuations is given by
r(k) ≡
Ptrue
Pno−free−streaming
= (
amax
amin
)2(p−1) (9)
where (amin, amax) is the k-dependent interval of sale fator during whih free streaming is rele-
vant.
In the ase of the PGB, dening am as the sale fator at whih the eld starts to osillate,
at H ≈ mφ, and a
φ
J(k) as the sale fator at whih k = k
φ
J(a), it is amin = max(am, aeq) and
amax = min(a0, a
φ
J(k)). The relevant sales are therefore (m30 ≡ mφ/(10
−30eV ))
kφeq ≡ k
φ
J(aeq) ≈ 9 · 10
−4m
1/2
30 Mpc
−1
(10)
3
kφ0 ≡ k
φ
J (a0) ≈ 1.1 · 10
−2m
1/2
30 (h
2Ωm)
1/4Mpc−1 (11)
kφm ≡ k
φ
J (am) ≈ 3.6 · 10
−3m
1/3
30 (h
2Ωm)
1/3Mpc−1 (12)
and, rφ, unaeted below kφmin, for k > k
φ
min beomes
rφ(k) ≈ (
kφmin
kφmax
)8(1−p) (13)
where kφmin = max(k
φ
eq, k
φ
m) and k
φ
max = min(k, k
φ
0 ).
In the neutrino ase, one proeeds in a fully analogous way. Let us restrit ourselves to the
ase mν < 1eV , so that the neutrino beomes non relativisti after matter-radiation equilibrium,
aNR > aeq. In this ase there are only two relevant sales (meV ≡ mν/eV )
kνNR ≡ k
ν
J(aNR) ≈ 0.026m
1/2
eV (h
2Ωm)
1/2Mpc−1 (14)
kν0 ≡ k
ν
J(a0) ≈ 2.2meV (h
2Ωm)
1/2Mpc−1 (15)
and, for k > kNR,
rν(k) ≈ (
kNR
kνmax
)4(1−p) (16)
where kνmax = min(k, k
ν
0 ).
Eq.s (13, 16) are the referene formulae. They are immediately useful when the power spetrum
with neglet of free streaming is simple to ompute, sine only then, from eq. (9), Ptrue is easily
determined from r(k). This is so if the fration f , relative to onventional CDM, of the extra
omponent we are onsidering is small, below 10%, whih is anyhow the ase of interest here.
If so, rφ(k) in eq. (13) and rν(k) in eq. (16) give diretly the power spetrum normalized to
onventional ΛCDM with 3 massless neutrinos. In priniple, this is not preise. In the low mass
range, at suiently early times but still after equilibrium, neither the PGB nor the neutrinos
behave as CDM, even apart from free streaming. Sine massless neutrinos are anyhow inluded,
this is a negligible eet for neutrinos. In the PGB ase, a better approximation of the denominator
in eq. (9), espeially at small sales, onsists indeed in inluding the ontribution of a titious
salar eld with ceff = 0.
Note that in the neutrino ase, its mass determines as well f , whih appears in the exponent
of eq. (8), aording to
f ≡
Ων
Ωm
=
0.011
h2Ωm
meV ≡ fν . (17)
Note also that, if more than one neutrino is massive, all below 1 eV so that eah relative f is
small, one obtains the power spetrum normalized to the massless ase by taking a fator as in
eq. (16) for every massive neutrino.
Figs. 1 and 2 show the power spetrum of density perturbations for the PGB (Fig. 1) and the
massive neutrino ases (Fig. 2), normalized as desribed above, for some representative values of
the relevant parameters. The ontinuous lines are from the numerial ode, whereas the dashed
lines represent the analyti expressions disussed above. The analogies and the dierenes between
the PGB and the neutrino ase are apparent from the gures themselves and from the disussion
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above. Neutrino masses are known to exist at a level that might be within reah of future
osmologial measurements. In the ideal ase in whih all the various parameters of ΛCDM
were known, there are two harateristi dierenes between Fig. 1 and 2, that an be used to
distinguish them. The interval in k with a non-vanishing slope is ontrolled by the mass parameters
in a harateristially dierent way for the neutrino and the PGB ases. The slope itself depends
on the fration f , whih in the PGB ase is a free parameter whereas for the neutrinos it is tied
to the mass by eq. (17).
3 Comparison with observations
We now ompare with urrent observations the matter power spetrum and CMB when the extra
PGB salar is present along with a osmologial onstant and ordinary CDM. Both the osmologi-
al onstant and ordinary CDM ould be eetive desriptions of ultra-light PGBs, of appropriate
mass, but this is irrelevant to the disussion of this Setion. As realled in the previous Setion,
the perturbation equations for a generi salar eld an be expressed as a perfet uid with a
sale-dependent sound speed. Moreover, we take the eld behaving as a osmologial onstant
(wI = −1) for H > mI and as dark matter (wI = 0) afterward.
We produe the power spetra and the temperature and polarization CMB spetra by using a
suitably modied version of CMBFAST [8℄ whih inludes the extra uid. We explore the range
of masses and densities
mI = (10
−6 ÷ 108)m30
fI = 0÷ 1
whih inludes as extreme ases the behavior of a osmologial onstant (masses smaller than
H0 ≈ 10
−33
eV ) and of ordinary old dark matter (masses larger than the typial galaxy size,
10−24eV).
We ompare the results via a grid-based likelihood analysis with four observations: the power
spetrum of SDSS [12℄( utting at k = 0.2Mp/h); the power spetrum of Lyman-α louds [14℄;
the variane σ8 = 0.90± 0.03 derived by [13℄ ombining Lyman-α data in the SDSS atalog with
WMAP data. Finally, we use the CMB temperature and polarization spetra of the 2001 WMAP
dataset [16℄. Notie that the datasets are all independent exept for the use of WMAP to x
the initial perturbation amplitude in deriving σ8: when we ombine all onstraints we neglet
this residual orrelation. (It is also to be noted that σ8 is subjet to onsiderable systemati
unertainty [15℄, potentially quite larger than the statistial one.) For the SDSS we used the
likelihood routine provided by M. Tegmark whih inludes the full ovariane matrix while for
CMB data we adopt the likelihood routine provided by the WMAP team [17℄. When omparing to
SDSS and Lyman-α spetra we marginalize over the amplitudes (separately for the two datasets),
so that the information on the spetrum amplitude is used only in the third test. In this way the
large-sale struture onstraints are well separated into those derived from the large sale slope
(SDSS), the small sale slope (Lyman-α) and the amplitude (σ8). Finally, we ombine all four
tests to give an exlusion plot for mI , fI .
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We let the other osmologial parameters vary in the ranges
h ∈ 0.6÷ 0.8
Ωmh
2 ∈ 0.06÷ 0.15
τ ∈ 0÷ 0.3
ns ∈ 0.95÷ 1.05
while to save omputer time we x the baryon fration Ωbh
2 = 0.023. We assume at priors for
all parameters.
The results are shown in Figs. 3 (the likelihood for eah dataset) and 4 (the ombined likeli-
hood), after marginalization over the other osmologial parameters (and the overall normalization
for WMAP, SDSS and Lyman-α). The Lyman-α onstraints turn out to be the strongest. As
expeted, there is an intermediate-mass window of observability between 10−31 eV and 10−23eV. In
this region of interest for the mass mI , the relative density fI is learly limited to be below 10%,
whih is a signiant onstraint but leaves ample room for a relevant omponent of a DM-PGB,
as given in eq. (4).
The prospets for deteting the signal from an intermediate-mass PGB salar are interesting.
The same osmologial observations that will onstrain the neutrino mass an provide limits to the
PGB mass and abundane, sine the PGB salar aets both the growth of utuations and the
power spetrum shape. In partiular, deep weak lensing observations are expeted to provide in
few years upper limits to the neutrino abundane fν of less than one perent [18℄, mostly through
the damping eet on the utuation growth. Sine a salar with the same abundane fI provides
a very similar utuation growth (at least for mI ∈ 10
−30 ÷ 10−24eV) we an expet that also fI
an be onstrained to better than the perent auray. This similarity of behavior raises in fat
also the issue of the level of degeneray of salars with neutrinos, a problem whih may deserve
attention.
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